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Vision
In times when advancements in cyber security has lagged innovations in IoT, big data, AI, 

and virtual currencies, the need for a more adaptive cyber security has become critical. The 

accumulation of decentralized cyber security knowledge from around the world will make 

cyberspace more secure for everyone in the future.
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E ecutive Summary
On January XYZ, 2019, LAOCON was developed as a platform that can help verify the 

durability of applications to cyberattacks by exposing them to a great pool of cybersecurity 

experts all around the world. 

LAOCON PLATFORM User Interface (HOME)
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This is not solicitation for investment 
This document was written for the purpose of providing information on LAOCON’s service 

and does not constitute as a solicitation for investment or sale of the respective token. 

LC is not considered a security for investment 
LC is not considered a security in any jurisdiction, nor have properties similar to it. LC is a 

utility token that can be used on the LAOCON platform as well as cooperating enterprises 

andapplications.

Necessity of the Entire Agreement
This document constitutes entire agreements between the parties regarding matters in this 

Agreement. All previous agreements, discussions, argumentations, conditions of warranty, 

and warranty clause are integrated in this document. No conditions of warranty, 

announcement of intention, warranty clause, or agreement exists between the parties, 

express or implied, except as expressly referred to in this Agreement. This Agreement may 

be amended or altered only in writing signed by either party.

Only those who fully agree tothe following terms and 
conditions should purchase the LC token:

1. You agree fully to the Terms and Conditions set out in the Whitepaper and accepts 

that it has legal binding power. 

2. Pursuant to the law applicable to the place of your residence, you are entitled to 

purchase the LC token.   Residents of the United States of America or residents of the 

People's Republic of China may never purchase this token.

3. You will nott purchase the LC token for speculation and investment 

4. You shall carefully consider and understand the risks, such as risk for purchasing and 

doing business and otherwise, before purchasing LC tokens.

5. The token should not be used for  any illegal acts, including money laundering and 

financing for terrorists.
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Risk

1. Risk of business failure

    There is a risk that this platform may fail due to various factors.

2. Risk of dropping token value

    As LC tokens are subject to market supply and demand, LC tokens may depreciate from  

    from purchased prices. Changes to crypt currency regulations in any jurisdiction as well 

    as technical issues on the LAOCON platform are some reasons that may cause token 

    prices and values to fall. 

3. Risks from technological innovation

    Due to technological innovations such as quantum computing and high-speed calculation 

    algorithms, our encryption technology may become targets for cyber attacks and be 

    subject to security breach 

4. Uncertainties of service provided

    There is the possibility that the start date for the provision of services may be delayed or 

    that the expected function cannot be implemented.

5. Risks of Ethereum

    Because LC token will be issued on Ethereum platform, any issue such as a failure or 

    malfunction of the Ethereum protocol could have an adverse impact on the ability to 

    exchange LC token with fiat currencies.  Risk of losing money

 
    Money raised through coin offerings cannot be guaranteed in any way. 

   “LAOCON Inc.“ is not liable for money or value lost from purchasing LC tokens.Risks of 

   legal restrictions

   In some jurisdictions restrictions such as the use or possession of the LC token – or the 

   possibility thereof – could negatively impact liquidity.
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Background
In 2017, the global cyber security market stood at $1,378 billion in revenue. By 2022, the 

market is expected to almost double to $2,319 billion, driven by growth in data, applications, 

IoTs (Internet of Things), and BYOD (Bring Your Own Device). However, a lack of cyber 

security experts poses a threat to the industry. Knowing this, countries such as Singapore 

and the United States – ranked 1 and 2, respectively, on ITU’s (International 

Telecommunication Union) Global Cyber security Index – have put large sums of capital into 

developing such talent. In April, 2018, the Innovation Cyber security Ecosystem @ block71 

(ICE71) hub was launched in Singapore to support entrepreneurs and startups in the field of 

cyber security with know-how and capital, with plans to help develop 100 entrepreneurs and 

40 start-ups over the next two years. 
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Issues to Solve
The aim of this project is to construct a platform to solves three issues that face cyber security.

1.Rising complexity and cost of cyber security
In recent years, the cyber security market has grown at an annual rate of above 10%, driven by 

the increase in cyber attack-tactics employed by hackers as well as the expansion of cyberspace 

infrastructure. Today, security measures are required for software and applications in not only 

computers, but also in smartphones, watches, cars, and home appliances. In addition, while IT 

users and operators’ main concern used to be limited to computer viruses, they now must deal 

with the rising threat of spywares and malware used to steal private information. Websites also 

face specific challenges known as DoS (Denial of Service) and DDoS (Distributed Denial of 

Service), in which sites are bombarded with large amounts of data/requests to render them 

unusable for the intended target customers.
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2. Shortage of cyber security personnel  
Despite the growing need for cybersecurity, a lack of security experts has become a key 

issue. Japanese companies, for example, lacked an estimated 161,140 personnel in 2018, 

according to the “Trends and Outlook of IT Personnel Report  conducted by the METI. By 

2020, the demand for cybersecurity will only increase and the shortage is forecasted to rise 

to 200,000. Globally, BCG estimates the world would face a shortage of approximately 

1,800,000 persons by 2022.

 

In addition to the shortage of cybersecurity experts, the current market makes it difficult for 

buyers of cybersecurity personnel’s services to find experts with appropriate qualifications. 

Given that cybersecurity experts must stay abreast with the ever changing landscape of 

Information Technology and cybersecurity, conventional measures such as a professional 

license or certificate have limited reliability. This makes it difficult for companies to hire 

successful candidates. Consequently, the average success rate in hiring qualified 

cybersecurity experts is estimated at just 25%, resulting in high employee turnovers as well 

as unclear career paths for cybersecurity experts. According to a survey conducted by ISSA 

(Information System Security Association), about 65% of cybersecurity personnel did not 

believe they had a clear career path. As such, there is significant demand for a service that 

helps match cybersecurity personnel’s services with appropriate skillsets with appropriate 

companies.
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3. Vicious Cycle caused by the accumulation of Cyber 
    Security Knowledge

As mentioned earlier, cybersecurity has become more complicated because of an increase 

in the number of cyberattack-methods used by hackers as well as an increase in the number 

of cyber-connected devices (i.e. expansion of cyber infrastructure). In an ideal world, 

preventive measures against cyberattacks should be incorporated during the planning stage 

of a software / application development process, as it significantly reduces the cost of 

cybersecurity. Unfortunately, most companies take reactive measures – tackling 

cybersecurity issues after problems have surfaced. 

 

The Internet was not originally invented with business-application in mind. Nonetheless, 

companies have used the Internet as a platform to build websites, e-commerce, cloud, and 

many other IT infrastructures. And as companies grew, the number of confidential, private, 

and personal information that require protection has increased. Because companies tackle 

cybersecurity after systems have been developed, companies end up facing complex 

incidents and accidents, raising calls to review cybersecurity measures.

 

The number of methods that can be used to attack a system has also become more varied. 

In 2017, for example, a malicious ransomware named Wanna Cry, which encrypts private 

files and hold owners to ransom, had a wide-spread impact on countless devices worldwide. 

To protect devices from these more crafty and ingenious attacks, companies have 

strengthened their protection measures by use of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and multi-

layered defensive systems. Yet, these still are not able to offer 100% protection; and as 

attacks grow in methods, so must defensive technologies. 
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LAOCON PLATFORM
The LAOCON PLATFORM will help service a blockchain version of a bug bounty program.

The LAOCON PLATFORM will help provide a blockchain technology enabled version of a bug 

bounty program. An application developer (whether enterprise or individual) would upload 

their web service or application onto the platform with a reward (LAO tokens) that incentivize 

white hat hackers to conduct security tests. White hat hacker(s) that succeed would provide a 

report on the LAOCON platform, documenting the vulnerabilities of the web 

service/application. The developer may decide to view the report by distributing the reward.

We believe LAOCON platform will be able to provide the following benefits to its stakeholders:

LAOCON PLATFORM business model image
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1. Access to higher- uality service at lower cost
Because of LAOCON’s global reach and consequently access to a greater pool of talent, 

removal of the middleperson, and result-based compensation structure, developers would 

be able to receive comparatively higher quality of service at a lower cost than they would via 

traditional methods. Under traditional methods, cybersecurity services are provided under 

“time-based  or “fixed  compensation structures, in which payments are made regardless of 

vulnerability discovery or security improvement. By allowing developers to set the price of 

cybersecurity service (as LAO token rewards), we also believe developers would be better 

able to manage their costs.   

2. Matching Cybersecurity Supply and Demand
Under the circumstance that there is a shortage in cybersecurity personnel, the LAOCON 

platform will help bridge cybersecurity supply and demand via two means. In the first 

method, LAOCON will help connect developers with cybersecurity personnel around the 

world through a bug bounty program model. In the second method, LAOCON will provide 

talent-acquisition (recruiting) service to developers by harnessing platform data such as 

user profiles, cybersecurity expertise, and performance records.

3. Strengthening Cybersecurity
As white hat hackers test their methods against web services and applications uploaded 

onto LAOCON, our platform will accumulate the latest information on application 

vulnerabilities and cyberattack methods. By harnessing these information and providing 

consulting services to independent and enterprise application developers, we can help 

strengthen their programs to cyberattacks.
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Target Market/Customer
The LAOCON PLATFORM business will help serve cybersecurity users (IT companies, 

independent developers, and etc.) and providers (white hat hackers) globally, starting with 

Asia. The global cybersecurity testing market for enterprise/desktop, mobile, web, and cloud 

applications has grown at a CAGR (compounded-annual-growth rate) of 19.9%. By 2020, it is 

forecasted to reach 7.8 billion dollars, with Asia accounting for a third (2.4 billion dollar) of 

the global market size. Starting with a headquarter in Singapore, where there’s significant 

support for setting up cybersecurity businesses and developing cybersecurity talent, we 

plan to expand our business worldwide.

Service Flow 
--Coming soon—
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Monetization model
The company’s expected revenues will derive from its 1) platform service, 2) cybersecurity 

personnel recruiting service, 3) cybersecurity consulting service, and 4) other support 

service. 

Under the platform service, we will charge developers a service fee equivalent to 5% of the 

quoted token reward, if at least one white hat hacker successfully submits an assessment 

report. In other words, unless no white hat hacker can successfully hack/find bugs and 

submit an assessment report, each security test will incur a platform usage fee in the form 

of tokens. These tokens will subsequently be converted into fiat currencies before revenue 

can be recognized. Consequently, our platform service revenue depends on the number or 

security tests requested, token reward, assessment reports submitted, service fee, and 

token-to-fiat exchange rate.

By leveraging the large amount of data (user info, field of expertise, performance record, 

and etc.) we accumulate over time on the LAOCON platform, we believe we will be able to 

provide a competitive cybersecurity personnel recruiting service for developers (enterprises, 

start-ups, independent, and etc.) globally.

1. Platform Service

2. Recruiting Service
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We believe we can accumulate material knowledge on latest cybersecurity issues through  

the LAOCON platform as more white hat hackers and developers use the service. To provide 

a more comprehensive cybersecurity offering, we plan to offer consulting services to 

developers and cybersecurity companies such as IT security and anti-virus software 

developers. 

As we grow our LAOCON platform, we plan to grow a line of support services that will help 

users (both developers and white hat hackers) maximize their utility on the LAOCON 

PLATFORM. These will include, but would not be limited to, products such as security test 

cost assessment service, priority testing service, and translation service for submitted 

reports into foreign languages other than English. Payment under this category will be made 

in LAO tokens, which will be converted into fiat-currency for revenue recognition.

3. Consulting Service

. Other Support Service
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Business Growth Potential

As ICT advances in technology and IoT equipment become more widespread, consumer life 

becomes more convenient. However, this also brings about a surge in private and sensitive 

data that become exposed to theft. Between 2010 and 2020, IDC expects digital data volume 

to grow 45-fold.

1. Growth in Internet, Web, and Data

2. Growth in Cyberattacks
Against the backdrop of the first point above, the number of cyberattacks have risen. In 

2017 alone, more than 1,500 cases of data breach incident were reported in the United 

States, amounting to 12 trillion yen in damage. As cyberattacks lead not only to financial but 

also brand damage, cybersecurity concerns have grown inside companies and institutions. 

According to a survey conducted by AT Kearney, approximately 43% of CEOs at major 

international companies point out cyberattack as an urgent risk to prepare for.

Technical Feasibility
--Coming soon—
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3. Market Growth

Strengthening cybersecurity measures is an urgent matter that even governments are 

getting involved. In the EU, for example, the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 

was implemented in May 2018 to protect its citizens’ private information. Companies that 

provide services to EU residents need to deal with GDPR even if they do not have a business 

office in the EU. Other countries are also considering strengthening their regulations around 

private information, which will ultimately result in higher cybersecurity spending going 

forward. In 2017, the amount of capital that poured into cybersecurity reached ~$138 

billion. By 2022, this is expected to almost double to $232 billion dollars. Naturally, investors 

expect cybersecurity companies to grow at double-digit rates over the reported time frame, 

outpacing the overall IT industry’s growth.
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Superiority with e istent business

The services provided by LAOCOON PLATFORM are "Security testing of systems and web 

applications" and "Bounty hunting for vulnerability (bug bounty)" against cyber attacks. 

Therefore, there is a possibility of competing with existent cyber security services or 

products.

 There might be three possible existent services against cyber attacks, "security testing 

service", "cyber insurance", "Bounty hunting for vulnerability", however the LAOCOON 

platform service is assumed to be a competitive superiority because it may shore up the 

defects of competing existent services.

1. Security testing service

It is a service to verify the vulnerability of web application and system developed by cyber 

security specialist, but as to this service, this service carries out the verification, designating 

the period, you shall pay the cost, regardless of whether this service discover bugs or 

problems or not. Moreover, the quality of service could depend largely on the technical 

capabilities (human material, human connection) owned by the specialist who requested.

Comparison with e isting service
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2. Cyber insurance 

Similar to general insurance, by regularly paying insurance premiums(monthly etc.), it is the 

service that compensates for the expenses required in case of emergency, company 

damages and business continuity expenses. The cost of using this service should be only 

payment of insurance premiums, so it is possible to lower the costs, however it is impossible 

to prevent cyberattacks, you may not receive compensation until the damage should occur. 

In addition, we could compensate as expenses incurred in the usual direct use, and we 

could not guarantee damage other than monetary one, such as loss of creditworthiness of 

the company or the outflow of information, caused by cyberattack.

3. Bounty hunting for vulnerability service

As described above, Bounty hunting for vulnerability is a service that developers of 

applications, firms or individuals, publish web services and applications to the platform that 

they have developed, and conduct hacking tests by white hackers.

In addition to the cost against cyber attack, the existent service may set expenses (bounty) 

and may have a competent white hacker nationwide verify the system, on the other hand, 

there should be the intermediate exploitation in the exchange between the developer and 

the white hacker due to the fee for using the platform, and the cost should be higher 

compared with the P2P.
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LC TOKEN
This token is used on the LAOCOON platform. The client offers a token reward and applies a 

hacking test on the platform. With this test, the white hacker who found the vulnerability of 

the application submits the report to the client.The client confirms this report and pays a 

token on a white hacker who discovered a vulnerability that seems to be important.

TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS

TOKEN ALOCATION & USE OF PROCEEDS
Token ownership and Use of Proceeds will be as follows

Token alocation 
 

Use of Proceeds
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TOKEN SALE PROCESS
We have placed stringent, preventative measures to ensure a safe, secure, and compliant 

process for all token participants. We will carry out our Token Sale only through our secure 

trading and exchange platform. 
1. Please note that any purchase order cannot be   withdrawn or cancelled once it is made. 

2. Laocon will not provide any generic funding address through any social media,   messaging 

services, bulletin boards, etc.as most ICO hacks are happening this   way. 

3. LC Token Sale will commence at 00:01 on 1st October 2018 and end at 23:59   December 

2018 
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Team Member

CEO/FOUNDER
Takaomi Uematsu

10+years of e perience in real estate transactions and 
advisories. 
A highly skilled professional in developing trading 
strategies and building investment portfolios.
Over the course of his career he managed comple  
projects and was actively engaged in business 
development.
Total direction of project progress making use of 
connection e perience at the time.
Responsible for securing personnel necessary for 
marketing, platform creation and operation.

COO
DONGYING LI

Arterye ,Inc CEO
 
Joined IBM Japan as a new graduate,
and engaged in a wide range of IT projects, such as ERP 
implementation, business transformation, system 
development and so on.
In 201 , participated in launching a friend's blockchain 
Startup, e perienced business plan and system design 
utilizing blockchain.In 2017, joined KPMG Consulting and 
provided the latest ICT strategy for government agencies 
and ICO consulting services for general corporations. In 
201  Established Art

CTO
TIANyI  LI

DeNA Japan Engineer
 
Machine learning engineer with a deep learning 
specialization and software development background. 
Responsible for platform RD & concept demonstration 
and project / marketing.
Successfully graduated from the top ranked Japan 
Institute of Technology and was recognized as the best 
student of the university in 201 . 
Joined DeNA Japan as a new graduate,
He has a deep knowledge in computer vision and AI 
system , including achievements at the top conference
such as ECCV and PHDays.
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CFO
KIMITO HORI

TOKYO UNITED Integration office
Ta  Accountant Corporation TOKYO UNITED
Accounting & ta  department Manager Certified public 
accountant
 
In working Ta  office of Tokyo National Ta ation Bureau, I 
was conducting a corporate ta  inspections. In working for 
Ernst & Young ShinNihon LLC, I was in charge of accounting 
audits of listed companies such as major manufacturers and 
department stores. In addition, I was engaged in Initial 
Public Offering, FAAS financial accounting advisory service . 
TOKYO UNITED Integration office.

CMO
TAIKI HIGASHI

Business Consultant
 
Joined IBM Japan as new graduate, and engaged in 
Business ERP  and IT consulting . He E perienced various 
projects such as re uirement definition of core system, 
design / development, marketing strategy and new 
business development. In October 2017, he moved to a 
foreign-affiliated consulting firm and engage in projects 
such as M & A strategy planning, business DD, business 
value evaluation and marketing support.

LEGAL ADVISOR
RESSOS 

LEGAL PTE. LTD.

International law firm with offices in Singapore, Malaysia, 
China, Hong Kong. A highly skilled professional in ICO. 
Responsible for planning legal opinions on the legal 
nature of tokens, countermeasures against money 
laundering on utility tokens, securing AML manuals and 
compliance policies
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Advisors

Nikolay Shkilev

Shkilev Nikolay is a entrepreneur, owner and co-owner of 
dozens of successful business projects, ICO advisor and 
blockchaine pert.
Nikolay has 20 years of e perience in large-scale transaction 
projects. Has many awards and titles in the IT business:
-Self-Made Russia award
-Tech guru
-Super TOP award
His Holding received "Enterprise of the Year" award in the 
Kremlin. Has a business in various directions. Crypto 
enthusiast and mentor.
Advisor in marketing, platform creation and management.
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The LAOCON platform will be released as product version in August 2019 and starts the 

platform business.

Our History
--Coming Soon--

E ecutives
--Coming Soon--


